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AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR HELMHOLTZ’S EQUATION III 
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Abstract. One can uniquely recover simultaneously n(z), h(w) and a from the surface data 
u(~~,~~,%=OO,w)knOwnforall~1,~2EP={~:~s=O}endallw>0. Here. 
[V2 + w’n(z)]u = -6(z)h(w) in R3, 
u+ = u_, u; = au’_ on P, a=const#l, 
n(z) = no for z > O,no is a known constant, 
n(z) is unknown for z < 0, cx = pop-‘, where ~0, p = const are the densities in the half- 
spaces z > 0 and H < 0 respectively, and h(w) d escribes the frequency dependence of the 
wave source. 
I. Introduction. 
Consider an acoustic field generated by a point source situated at the point x6 = 
(O,O, a), a > 0 in a medium described by the constant densities po and p in R”+ = 
IX : 2s > 0) and R: = {z : 2s < 0) and velocities c2(z) = n-‘(z) where z = 23, 
n(z) = no = const in R:, no is known, n(z) is unknown in R?. Let o = pop-‘. The 
governing equation is 
[V2 + w%(z)]u = -6(z - zs)h(w) (1) 
u+ = a-, u; = CYUL on P = {x : 23 = % = 0) (2) 
where u+ = lim,,+c u(xr, 12, z), u_ is defined similarly as t + -0 u’ = g. In what 
follows we take a ---c +O. This corresponds to the position of the source at the origin. 
The function h(w) is unknown. It describes the frequency dependence of the source (or 
the shape of the wavelet in time domain). 
The Inverse Problem: Given the surface data 
U(Q,t2,% = 0,~) for all t1,x2 E P, w E R+ = (0,~) (3) 
can one recover n(z), h(w) 
Ji a(t) exp(iwt)dt, b = 
and cr? Here n(z) E Loo(-co,O), a > 0, h(w) = 
const > 0, a(t) E L2, Ima = 0. 
II. The Result. 
THEOREM. The data (3) determine the triple {n(r), h(w), CY} uniquely. 
PROOF: Let us prove this statement and give an algorithm for the recovery. We use the 
method given in [l], [2]. In [2], the problem was studied in the case when c~ = 1. Taking 
the Fourier transform of (l), (2) in the variables tr, 12 yields 
U -II - A2ii +w2n(z)ii = -S(% - a)h(w) (4) 
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ii+ = ii_, ii:, = ai.i’_ for I = 0. 
Here X = (A: + x;)i/2 > 0 - 9 
JJ 
00 ii = ;i(A, z,w) := U(ZI, ~2,%,~)ew{~(h~1 +X2~2)}hd~2. 
-Co 
(5) 
(6) 
If w = 0, h(0) = 1 and a > 0, then the solution to (4)-(5) is: 
g+ := g+(z, A, cy, u) = (2X)-l exp(-A]z - a]) 
+ (1 - a)(1 + a)-l . (2X)-‘exp(-X]z + u]) if z > 0, 
g+ = 2(1+ cr)-‘(2A)-‘exp(-X]z - a]) if z < 0. 
The coefficients 
r+ := (1 - cr)(l + a)-l, T+ := 2(1+ cz)-l 
are the reflection and transmission coefficients for the case a > 0. 
If a < 0, h(0) = 1 an d w = 0, then the solution to (4), (5) is: 
g- := g_(z, A, a, a) = T-(2X)-’ exp(-X]z - al) if z > 0 
g- = (2X)-l exp(-X]z - al) + r-(2X)-l exp(-A]z + a]) if z < 0. 
The coefficients 
(7) 
(8) 
T- := 2cY(1+ a)-‘, P_ = -‘+ = -(l - o)(l+ $1 
are the transmission and reflection coefficients for the case a < 0. We have 
gi = $ng+ = T+go,g! = .lr,g- = T-go, go := (2X)-‘exp(-,!I%]). 
Thus, the problem (4)-(5) can be written as 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
ii(X,z,w)= g$(w)+w2 J Om g+(%, Yb(Y)fi(Y)dY + w2 J 
0 _-oo !I-(& Y)n(Y)qY)dY. (12) 
As in [l], one can prove that equation (12) is uniquely solvable by iterations for 
all sufficiently small w provided that n(z) E Loo(-oo,oo). (In [2] this was proved for 
n(z) which may have a polynomial growth in z as ]z] + 00). Let us assume for simplicity 
that 
A := h(0) # 0. (13) 
The case h(0) = 0 can be treated as in [2]. Namely, h(w) is an entire function of w, so 
that it has a zero of finite order, say N, at w = 0. Thus h(w) = wNh~(w), hi # 0. 
If one defines UN := wWN U, then UN satisfies equation (12) with hN in place of h, and 
hN(0) # 0. If (13) holds then take z = 0 and w = 0 in (12) and get 
Bo := 2X(& 0,O) = h(O)T+. (14) 
Take z = 0 in (12) and X + +oo to get 
B(w) := li7m{2X(ii,0,w)} = T+h(w). (15) 
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Since the left side in (15) is known, h(w) is recovered up to an unknown constant T+. 
If, for example, the total energy E of the wavelet 
E := (27r)-1 jW Ih(w)12dw = ?r-’ Jrn lh(w)12& = lT Ia(t)12dt (16) 
-00 0 
is known, then T+ can be found by the formula 
T+ = {K’E-’ J O3 p(w) pL&J}l’? 0 (17) 
If T+ is known then CY is recovered by the formula 
Q = 2T;‘- 1. (18) 
Note that in (16) we used the formula h(w) = h(-w), which holds for real w since a(t) is 
real-valued; the bar stands for complex conjugate. 
Put z = 0 in (12) and compute the limit (see [l], [2] for details concerning existence 
of this limit): 
f(A) := ?i_mow -2[f@, 0, w) - (23-lT+h(w)] 
= T;h(O) J O” ew(-44) n~yj=k+-W dy 0 2x 2x 
+ T’T+h(O) J O exP(-M) n~y~w(-W + -aJ 2x 2x ** (19) 
Note that h(O)T + and h(w)T+ are known from formulas (14) and (15), and n(y) = no is 
known for y > 0. Therefore (19) can be written as: 
f(X) - T+Bo$$ = T- & J om e4-‘%)4-y)~y. 
Let 2A = p, (2A)3f(A) = F(p). Then (20) can be written as 
J 
00 F(p) - T+Bono = T-&p exp(-py)n(-y)4b 
0
(21) 
If E is known then Q is known (see formulas (17), (18)) and then (21) determines the 
Laplace transform of n(-y), so that n(-y), y > 0, is uniquely determined by inverting 
its Laplace transform. 
If we assume that the value n(--00) exists and is known, then taking p + +0 we obtain 
from (21) the equation 
F(+O) - T+Bono = T_Bon(-co) (22) 
where the known formula lim,,+e p Jooo exp(-py)n(y)dy = n(+oo) was used, and F(+O) 
exists since the limit as p --, +0 of the left side of (21) exists. Equation (22) and formulas 
(10) and (8) f or T + and T_ give an equation for cr. If a is found then T+ and T_ are 
known and n(-y) can be found from (21) by inverting the Laplace transform. 
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If we know that n E Loo and n(-0) exists and is known, then we can compute the 
limit of (21) as p --* $00 and obtain 
F(+oo) - T+&no = T-Bon(-0) (23) 
which is again an equation for Q. Here we use the formula lin+++, p Jo” exp(-py)n(y)dy 
= n(+O). 
We wish to show that n(z), h( w an ) d Q can be uniquely determined from the surface 
data (3) only. In order to determine the triple {n(z), h(w), a} from the surface data (3), 
differentiate (21) in p to get 
J 
Co 
F’(p) = -T_Bop exp(-py)yn(-y)dy. (24) 
0 
Equation (24) defines uniquely the function T_yn(-y) by taking the inverse Laplace 
transform of the known quantity -F’(p)B-‘p- l. Therefore T_ n( -y) is uniquely deter- 
mined and the integral on the right side of (21) is known. But then the constant T+Bcno 
is uniquely determined: 
J 
03 
T+ Bono = F(p) - T_ Bop exp(-py)n(-y)dy. (25) 
0 
Since Bono is known one finds T+, and then CY by formula (18). Thus, the triple 
{n(z), h(w), CX} is uniquely determined by the surface data (3). 
The Theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. The inverse problem is ill-posed, because inversion of the Laplace transform 
from the real axis is an ill-posed problem (see [1] and [3] for details). The differentiation 
of the data in (24) is also an ill-posed problem but less so than the inversion of the 
Laplace transform (see [l], Appendix 4 for details). A stability result for a hyperbolic 
problem on a finite interval is in [4]. 
III. Summary. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Let us summarize the inversion procedure: 
given the data (8) find B(w) = T+h(w) by formula (15) and T+h(O) by formula (14); 
given B(w) and T+h(O) find j(A) by formula (191, F(p) = p3 j(p/2) and F’(p); then 
find T-n(r) from equation (24); 
given T-n(z) find T+ from equation (25), then c~ from equation (18), then T- by 
formula (lo), then h(w) = T<-‘B(w) and n(z) = T:l[T_n(z)]. 
LjE, or n(-oo), or n(-0) are known then there is a simplified procedure for recovery 
based on formulas (17), (22) or (28) respectively. 
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